The Northern Territory is a vast, untamed and wild
place.
It is characterised with sun-kissed locals with
wrinkles from smiling all the time.

Fly Fishing In
Australia’s
Northern
Territory.

Almost everyone fishes. The culture is part of the
place and is depicted in cave wall paintings from
40,000 years ago right through to modern day
podcasts.
Fly fishing in this part of the world will take you to
places you thought didn’t exist anymore.
Indescribable beauty, the sound of nothing, no
pollution, nature as nature intended it to be, no
worries.
Just you, your guide and a fly rod.
Life is good here, and you are welcome to stay as
long as you like.

The Northern Territory Coast
The Northern Territory (the Top End) is a state the size of Texas, with less than
250,000 residents.
The Territory has 5,500 km of coastline fronting the Timor and Arafura Sea’s,
extending from the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf in the west to the Gulf of Carpentaria in
the east.
The various islands make up another 5,500 km of coastline, resulting in a total of
almost 11,000 km of coastline to fish.
To the west we have the famous Moyle River, Port Keats and Anson Bay and to the
east lies untold pleasures in Mini Mini, Cobourg Peninsula and Arnhem Land. The
opportunities are truly endless.

It’s Not All Salty
Not all the fly-fishing options in the Top End are in salt-water. Some of the most
amazing scenery and freshwater fishing in the world is available right here.
There are 51 freshwater rivers in the Top End.
These rivers are fed by vast floodplains and support a diverse, healthy and thriving
ecosystem largely uninterrupted by man and pollution.
All of the rivers support large numbers of the iconic barramundi and the upper
reaches of the eastern rivers support the Australian saratoga, an awesome surface
feeding, hard mouthed and tenacious sportfish, as well as others.

The Fishing
Remote Northern Territory is truly a fisherman’s paradise. Calm sheltered waters
and tropical fishing at its most pristine.
This section of the handbook will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fishing seasons
Moon and tides
Equipment required
Techniques and tactics
Fighting big fish to the net
Handling our catch
Getting a good photo
Sustainability practices
Preparation for the table and transport

• Getting fish home

• Where we stay and what we eat
• Activities for non fishing visitors
• The local culture
• Safari itinerary
• What’s included on tour
• What you need to bring
• How should you best prepare
• Other things to consider
• Pricing

Fly Fishing The NT
Northern Territory fly fishing is far
from the stereotypical tweed
jacket and posh accent most
commonly conjured up the
moment the words are
mentioned, very far from it.
Here, we don’t fly fish to fit into a
certain group or feudal class, or
because it’s easy. The real reason
people fly fish the flats of places
like Bynoe Harbour is because it’s
challenging. We don’t just one
day decide that we are going to
start to fly fish because it looks
easy and fun, but rather, because
it’s hard and exotic.

We find our way to it through airports, long car
rides, and some sort of sacrifice in search of
something exciting, challenging and beautiful.
Sometimes the road will lead there from a
freshwater tout background and sometimes it will
evolve from a bait and lure casting past. The
common ground is that it represents the next
level in our angling evolution.
With any luck at some point in this journey of
fishing you’ll find yourself gazing intently on a big
cruising barramundi in water so shallow it’s
swimming almost on its side. This Barra is here for
one reason only. To feed. All you have to do is
make the shot count

Fishing Seasons
Like the rest of the Top End our fly fishing areas work under 4 key seasons
Dry Season (June-September)
Build Up (September-November)
Wet Season (December-February)
Run Off (March-May)
These areas fish well year-round, but considered forward planning always provides the
best results.

The number one factor in fishing anywhere in the Top End is
the moon and tides.

Moon And
Tides

Half moon produces smaller tides extending and relaxing
bite times while Full and New moon phases produce more
intense and shorter bite times for barramundi and other
species.
The fishing prospects from mid February through until the
end of November are excellent and any day is worth fishing.
It’s the techniques and tactics that change as the days, tides
and moon phases change throughout the month.
Fishing predicted bite times can be particularly productive
as well as meeting tide changes in certain areas of a system
as the tidal front moves up and down the extensive
coastline.

Equipment
Required

You can go as deep as you want when talking
tackle, and the perfect setup could see you
with up to 6 rods in your arsenal. However,
most of the time I think it’s best to keep it
simple.
There are 3 main setups in the kit when
fishing the Northern Territory's estuary,
inshore reef and billabong systems.
•
•

8wt 9ft floating line & sink tip or sink leader
line
9-10wt medium /fast sink.

Techniques
And Tactics

From mid-February through to the end of
November the world is at a fly angler's feet.
Techniques and tactics change as the season
progresses and our guides are all seasoned
professionals with many years of local
knowledge.
The main techniques used when fishing for
the mighty barramundi and other
prestigious species found in these locations
are:
• Sight casting
• Snag/rock casting
• Drains and color change casting
• Pressure point & bait ball casting
Let's look at all four in a bit more detail.

Widely regarded as the most honorable way to catch a fish, particularly one which relies on
sight so heavily in its behavior.
A skillful tactic and honest deception to outwit a formidable foe does not go unnoticed.
Barramundi in particular, can behave in a variety of ways on a clear shallow flat.
Ranging from nervous, fussy and spooky through to bullish and aggressive.
Some fish cruise the flats hunting, some wait in ambush in ‘snake drains’, some camouflage
beside trees and other structure awaiting an unwitting snack, or a well-placed fly.
Mostly done on bottom half of run out tide and first half of run in tide.

Sight Casting

Top End sport fish like barramundi, king
threadfin, queenfish, trevally, mangrove jack
and many others use structure to hunt in,
hide in and as navigational landmarks.
Collapsed mangrove banks and fallen trees
provide shelter for bait and predator alike.
Rock bars, gravel beds and rocky points
develop colour changes and back eddies as
tide and current forces past, providing the
ideal hunting ground for aggressive alpha
predators.
Generally we use some sight and some blind
casting.
These areas are best fished at the top of the
high tide, bottom of the run-out and the first
half of the run-in tide.

Snag/Rock
Casting

• Possibly the best way to target Top End
estuary species is in ‘snake drains’ and color
changes.
• Snake drains on flats always hold fish,
particularly on the bends and deeper sections,
these are the toll ways of the flats and barra
and king threadfin are the gate keepers.

Drains And Colour
Change Casting

• Colour changes can form in a few different
ways. During ‘run-off’ the fresh clean water
spews into a muddy river system creating the
perfect ambush point for big hungry barra.
Tidal estuary color changes can be wind or
current driven and provide slightly muddier
water than the surrounding flats and drawing
predators to the perfect ambush point.
• Run-off colour changes are fished from
February to May and can be fished on any tide
time. Estuary colour changes are fished yearround on run-out and run-in tides of any
height.

Pressure Point & Bait Ball Casting

All pelagic feeders love a pressure point and a bait ball. Birds often give their presence
away.
Trevally, queenfish, mackerel, tuna and many others take part in the feast of a tightly balled
school of small bait.
Barramundi and other estuary predators are also attracted to a pressure point and will
often sit on the pressure side waiting for a delivery.
Pressure points are best fished on mid-tide in or out with plenty of current.
Bait balls can be fished anytime they are present, and this is most common on incoming
tides.

Fighting Large Fish To The Net
It’s one of life’s most intense moments and the reason we are all hooked on fishing. The hit, the strike, the jumps
and the fight of a worthy adversary unmatched by any other previously encountered.
You need to strike hard in the Northern Territory. We use big, thick, strong hooks and it takes considerable force to
penetrate the hook point. Hit ‘em hard, hit ‘em fast, ‘cause they’ll spit you out quick as a flash if you don’t get in
first.
Unless it’s a very large fish (80cm+) it’s great to take your time and enjoy the spectacular jumps and turns of speed
many of our tropical sportfish produce. Use the rod, always lift-up strong but steady and then wind down keeping
the line tight. A little bit of slack will allow the fish to throw your hook.
For bigger fish we try and take them out of the shallows and slow things down even more. The last thing we want is
to let her get back to the cover of snags and bust off or to pull hooks through overzealous fighting techniques. The
big fish jump too, not as often but with more force, so we need to pay special attention to how the fish is hooked
and try to control these vital minutes.
Once coerced toward the net we gently slide our fish head toward the net without trying to lift it out of the water
as this will only encourage more jumping. Something we don’t want boat side.
The net meets the fish's nose and is slid under to secure the fish. We release tension off the rod by pulling some
line from our fly reel.
The wet towel goes on the deck followed by the fish and we can celebrate!

Handling Our
Catch

We all know its very important to handle fish
with respect and care. It’s especially
important with big fish we intend to release
so they return to the system in good health.
Things we do to help fish health.
• Lay the fish down, inside the net on a
wet towel
• Always use a Boga Grip to hold the fish
securely by the bottom jaw
• Gently remove hooks
• Lift fish with two hands supporting the
body weight and not straining gills, jaw
and spine
• Release the fish back to the water or
dispatch quickly if intended for the
table

Getting A Good Photo
Firstly get the light right. We will move
the boat if we need to but simply
shifting to the other side, so the sun is
on the angler and the fish is all you
need to do.
Pull down any face masks and remove
hats and sunglasses if necessary, to
get a clear picture without shadows.
You want to hold the fish right up in
front of the centre of your chest, just
below shoulder height with the nose
slightly toward the camera to get
good depth in the picture.

Dave’s first Barra on Fly.
An 85cm beauty!

Getting A
Good Photo
Cont.

Smile like you just won a gold medal and be
sure to fill the frame with only the important
stuff.
Always focus on the point in the frame you
want to be most clear and sharp.
Take a couple in landscape and a couple in
portrait and you’ll have the memory forever.

Preparation For The Table And Transport
We all love a feed of fish, especially when its fresh!
There are some key steps to remember when preparing our catch for the table or
the plane trip home.
We always bleed our table fish, like any meat. Cut the fishes throat and either
ikijime (brain spike) or sever the spinal cord, this insures a quick, honorable death
and quality fillets.
I’ll be taking my time when filleting; a few extra seconds here makes for a better
result in the pan.
We then bag and seal the fillets, removing all the air from the bag with a special
trick I’ll show you.
The clean bags of fillets are now placed on ice, even if we must drink a few extra
beers to fit them in the cooler.

Getting Your
Fish Home

Once we’ve got your fillets all nicely bagged
and frozen the hard work is done.
You can either bring your own cooler and
take your fillets home in it or purchase an
airline approved box with all the necessary
bits and pieces supplied to get your precious
cargo home in excellent condition. I can
supply the boxes for $20 each.
You might need to book some extra luggage
for your flight and you simply check your
cooler or fish box in with your regular bags.
Be mindful not to put ice in with your fillets
when you leave Darwin as the airlines will
not allow you to check the box in if it has ice
in it.

Where We
Stay

Depending on your budget there are two main
options.
• Land based lodge accommodation fishing
Bynoe Harbour and Dundee Beach.
• Live aboard mothership fishing remote rivers
and estuary flats systems.
Our best remote fishing areas are the
Moyle River region and the Endylgout
Island, Mini Mini System.

Live Aboard Mothership
• Tropic Paradise is a fully air-conditioned vessel with 6 individual rooms, two with ensuite facilities and
capability to sleep 14 comfortably.
• Catering by professional chef.
• Large saloon, dining and galley facilities.
• Shaded top and lower deck for afternoon drinks & relaxing.
• Fish filleting facilities.
• Freezer room for fish.
• Bar fridge and eskies for beverages.
• 19 metre Cairns Custom Craft alloy catamaran in 1C survey.
• 4,000 litres diesel & premium unleaded petrol capability.
• 4,000 litres freshwater accompanied by a 200 litre per hour desalination plant.

Bynoe Harbour
and
Dundee Beach

As a fishing travel destination, the Bynoe Harbour and
Dundee Beach region is a great wilderness escape. It’s a
region of unspoiled beaches, and many low wooded islands
surrounded by clear water, rocky headlands and sandy tidal
flats that can turn on some heart pumping fly fishing when
the conditions are right.
Tide is crucial to a successful trip and the seven days
leading up to the full and new moons are the prime time.
This area is a barramundi fly fishers dream destination. The
many islands, creeks, bays and rocky outcrops provide
world class fly fishing with bonus species like trevally,
queenfish, blue and king threadfin salmon, mangrove jack,
golden snapper, barracuda, black jewfish, shark, grunter,
cod and others.
As elsewhere in the Northern Territory, estuarine crocodiles
and many shore birds are common and can provide
opportunity for amazing photographs.

All meals are supplied whilst on charter. You’ll have the
choice of a cooked or continental breakfast each morning
to get you started for a big day on the water

What We Eat

Lunches vary from fresh salad wraps to freshly caught barra
or snapper cooked aboard the boat. Again depending on
what the fishing plan is and if we are too busy catching fish
or not! There is often the option for a rest in the airconditioning and a midday nap.
The guide boats always carry plenty of extra fruit, nut bars
and other snacks so we don’t go hungry.
There is plenty of water on each guide boat and if you have
a reusable water bottle, I encourage you to bring it.
Of course there is fish on offer for evening meals, but other
common menu options are roast meat, steak and of course
a feed of chili mud crabs. All diets can be catered for, just
let me know in advance.

Non-Fishing
Visitors

There is a huge variety of fantastic tourist
and intimate group activities available for
non-fishing visitors.
From exploring the hidden wonders of
Aboriginal culture through art galleries or
local tours to beautiful golf courses and day
spas. Darwin has it all.
The biggest problem is picking what you’ll fit
into your trip.
A full list of preferred operators and
locations is available on request.

The Culture
The Traditional Owners of all area's welcome recreational fishers to their Country
and an agreement between the Traditional Owners, the Northern Land Council and
the Northern Territory Government has been reached to guarantee on-going access
for recreational fishers to the waters of the Northern Territory.
Recreational fishers should respect and recognise the cultural importance of these
waters to the local Traditional Owners.
If you’d like to add on a day or two exploring the history and cultural significance of
the Northern Territory to the local Traditional Owners, it is highly recommended
and easily arranged.

Keep in mind that all safaris are fully customisable to suit
your needs, however, generally we follow this outline.
After making your own way to Darwin at least one night
before departure, settle in and relax by browsing local
markets and tackle shops for last minute impulse buys.

Safari Itinerary

Departure time varies. For lodge-based safaris we can travel
out the night before the first day or early on the first
morning. On Mothership safaris we try and get away
around 1130 from Darwin.
Mothership safaris travel through the afternoon and night
enjoying our first meal aboard Tropic Paradise and arrive at
out first fishing location around daybreak.
After a comfortable night's sleep and a cooked breakfast
we’ll be on the water and fishing in no time.
Fishing days can either be one long session or two split
sessions depending on the tides, conditions and desires of
each group.
Lunch is taken on the boat each day and we are off the
water in time for a shower before dinner.

Safari Itinerary Cont.
The following 4-5 days run in a similar fashion, fishing for most of the day with
breaks as required.
The opportunity to fish for as many different species with any technique we desire
is there for us and we’ll match the tide and timing to suit your goals.
On the last day we generally finish fishing around 1600 on mothership and 1400 for
lodge-based safaris. It’s now time to clean and pack away our fishing gear. Our
guides can also service your rods and reels before they get wrapped up, so they are
in mint condition for your next trip. We prepare ourselves for the journey back to
Darwin and head off.
Mothership safaris tavel through the night and after dinner and another
comfortable sleep (with sleep in) we will arrive safely back in Darwin and prepare
to depart from Tropic Paradise with our gear, fish and a whole lot of memories.

What's Included On Tour
Expert local guides
All tackle if required
Custom built guide boats
Fully air-conditioned accommodation
All meals
Linen and towels
Tropic Paradise has a shaded top and lower deck for afternoon drinks & relaxing. Indoors
is fully air-conditioned with a large saloon, dining and galley; a TV to playback footage of
the days catch or movies. Full size beds and high ceilings. Freshwater showers and toilets.
• Our lodge-based accommodation have pools and pleasant areas to relax by the water.
• Lodge and mothership safaris both have facilities to wash and dry clothes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It can be hot and sticky in the Northern Territory so make
sure you pack loose fitting, cool, long sleeve shirts and
pants. I recommend pure cotton. Shorts are fine too but
don’t get burned or you’ll regret it!

What You
Need To
Bring

Sunscreen and insect repellent. Most people bring a
sunscreen they use regularly at home which is fine.
‘Bushmans’ brand is the best local insect repellant - go for
the can with the red cap.
A big hat is essential. We do have shade on the fishing
boats but only put it up if we must as it takes up a lot of
room and makes fishing difficult.
You’ll be asked to place an alcohol order during the booking
process. Your order will be purchased for you and invoiced
accordingly. You are welcome to bring your own specialty
bottles of wine etc. if you like.

Your Health And Safety
You can be assured that every precaution to provide a safe trip is taken, and for good reason. Heat, deadly
critters and fatigue are some of the main issues we need to consider when heading this far away from
civilisation.
All guide boats are fully surveyed vessels maintained to very high standard and carrying all the required safety
equipment plus some.
All crew are trained in senior first aid and there are comprehensive first aid kits aboard each vessel.
A satellite phone and EPIRB for emergencies and contact numbers for Care Flight helicopters are on hand
should we require evacuation or extra help.
I’ll be keeping a close eye on how you are coping in the heat if you aren’t used to the conditions and we will
take regular breaks to cool off and have a rest.
If you have any special medical requirements just let us know prior to the trip so we can put the appropriate
safety measures in place.

Be sure to have appropriate travel insurance, it’s only
happened once in the last 10 years but cancellations due to
cyclones etc. are not covered by our refund policy, it’s up to
you to be prepared.
I’ll be taking photos and videos of your trip for your use and
mine to promote the business, let me know if you don’t
want your images shared.

Other Things
To Consider

There is no fitted toilet on the fishing boats however I often
use a chemical camping toilet if required. Ladies are
encouraged to let me know if you’d like it on the boat prior
to the trip. We can also go back to the mothership or lodge
for toilet breaks as required.
Check out some of the online reviews, videos etc. before
you book to help you get the feel for what you are in for.
That way we can hit the ground running.
We often do not have phone service while away on tour.
Plan your calls back home and other commitments
accordingly. There is a satellite telephone available and you
can use it to make calls at an agreed rate.

